Temporal changes in the cumulative number of DCL cell divisions between late blastula (48 hpf) and 60 % epiboly (72 hpf). Two main phases of increased cell divisions are detected between 54-60 hpf (early epiboly) and after 68 hpf (mid epiboly). During the period of analysis, virtually all cells of the DCL undergo one round of division. (b) Temporal changes in the mean distance to the six nearest neighbours within the DCL. During epiboly, DCL cells disperse as revealed by the steady increase in mean neighbour distance (top curve). As new neighbours appear after events of cell division and occupy available free spaces, the overall mean neighbour distance decreases (bottom curve). The vertical yellow line in a and b indicates the onset of epiboly, defined by the initial vegetal-ward movement of the EVL epithelial margin.
In all combinations, from left to right, simulations (blue) are compared to experiments (red) for the probability density function of the displacement of DCL cells (first column, left), the probability distribution of the distance of DCL cells to the nearest EVL cell border (second column), the mean distance to the six nearest neighbours within the DCL (third column), and the mean square displacement (fourth column). The different combination of forces are indicated on the right. Simulations considering only noise (a-d) and only border attraction (i-l) show the worst performance, deviating from experiments in all figures of merit. Combination of noise and border attraction (u-y) recapitulate DCL displacement and distance to EVL cell border but fail to recapitulate measures of dispersion (MSD and neighbour distance) while the opposite is seen in the combination of drag and border attraction (m-p), and when considering only drag (e-h). Combination of drag and noise recapitulate almost all experimental conditions with the exception of distance to the EVL cell border (q-t). Finally, the best performance in all figures of merit is observed when considering noise, drag and EVL cell border attraction (z-c').
Supplementary Figure 12 | Removal of random walk from simulations reduce the Mean Square
Displacement of DCL cells. The experiment (red) and simulation with all terms (blue; including EVL dragging, random walk, and EVL cell border attraction) both exhibit a similar super-diffusive behaviour.
When random walk is removed from simulations (green) the slope of the Mean Square Displacement (MSD) is reduced. To compute MSD, 9 trajectories visible in all frames starting close to the animal pole were taken into account for both experiment and simulations. The black straight line corresponds to the expected random distribution for a mean EVL cell surface radius of 50 µm. At the onset of epiboly, the probability distribution of DCL cells is close to random (g). However, as the EVL expands during epiboly and free space becomes available for DCL cells, they adopt a preferential distribution towards EVL cell borders (h,i). Comparison of histograms g-i using Kolmogorov-Smirnov (*p<0.01) revealed that i is significantly different to h and g. Scale bar, 100 µm.
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Supplementary Figure 14 | Volume segmentation procedure and error estimation. (a-d) 2D
segmentation. The x-y position of DCL cells and EVL vertices are extracted semi-automatically with a supervised classifier first followed by a manual check (see "Cell segmentation" section in Methods). In this stage, error is in the worst case of the size of one DCL cell (r=30 µm approximately). (e-g) Example of 3D processing used for tracking EVL cells. Raw 3D trajectories were approximated by locating the maximum zintensity at each xyt location (red in e). A drift-correction algorithm was then applied removing drift artefacts in the trajectories (red), which after correction become radial, as expected (blue). Finally, the z coordinate is estimated by a projection onto a sphere (black trajectories) to remove noise, also deforming the egg surface (g). (h-j) Example of drift and sphere projection effects on DCL cell displacement. Histograms for vx (h) and vy (i) confirm that the drift correction does not change the distribution shape but does shift the curve, centring the histogram around 0, as expected, since DCL cells move away in all direction from the animal pole. After drift removal and sphere projection, the vz histogram (j) is not centred around 0 as expected, due to the collective movement from animal to vegetal (red: raw 3D; blue: after drift correction; black: after drift correction and sphere projection). (k,l) Example of sphere projection effects on DCL distances and error estimation. (k) Sphere projection effects as function of the egg radius for the last analysed frame of Supplementary Movie 1, where error decreases as moving away from the pole. (l) Error of measuring distances on the deformed surface relative to real z-axis distance. To provide an estimation of error due to this deformation, we focused on a basic function used extensively in the paper: the Euclidean 3D distance, specifically in z coordinate. Error is reported from the closest possible value (2 DCL cell radius), to a maximum distance between two points of 2 1/2 R (R is the egg radius). To estimate the error we computed the ratio between the distance on the sphere vs the real distance where on the sphere distances were approximated using the fitting shown in panel k. The graph shows that the error ranges from around 0 % (for two DCL cells in contact) to 3 % (for very distant DCL cells). 
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